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Abstract

A one-dimensional electromagnetic particle simulation model developed for the

magnetopause current layer between ,he shocked solar wind and the dipole magnetic field at

the subsolar point has been extended to include the interplanetary magnetic field (hMF) in

the solar wind. Interaction of the solar wind with the vacuum dipole field as well as the

dipole field filled with a low density magnetospheric plasma are studied. It is found that

• the width and the structure of the magnetopause current layer differ markedly depending on

the direction of the IMF. When the IM is pointing southward, the current layer between

the solar wind and the dipole field is narrow and the magnedc field has a single ramp

structure caused by the reflection of the solar wind at that point. The current layer becomes

several tin,es wider and the magnetic field develops a multiple ramp structure when the IMF

is northward. This broadening of the current layer is caused by the multiple reflection of

the solar wind by the magnetic field. For the northward IMF, the magnetic field does not

change its sign across the current layer so that the E x B drift of the solar wind electrons

remains the same direction while for the southward IMF, it reverses the sign. This results

• ina single reflection of the solar wind for the southward IMF and multiple reflections for

the northward IMF. When a low density magnetospheric plasma is present in the dipole

magnetic field, a small fraction of the solar wind ions are found to penetrate into the dipole

magnetic field beyond the reflection point of the solar wind electrons. The width of the ion



current layer is of the order of the solar wind ion gyroradius, however, the current

associated with the ions remains much smaller than the electron current so long as the
k

density of the magnetospheric plasma is much smaller than the density of the solar wind.

Comparisons of our simulation results with the recent spacecraft data of the magnetopause

crossing near the subsolar point are provided.



I. Introduction

Structure of the magnetopause boundary layer near the subsolar point of the earth

, has been studied extensively by means of analytic theory (Longmire, 1963; Sestero, 1964,

1965; Lee and Kan, 1979), spacecraft observations (Russell and Elphic, 1978; Berchem

and Russell, 1982; Haerendel and Paschmann, 1982; Paschmann, 1984; Elphic, 1987;

Song et al., 1989, 1990) and numerical simulations (Berchem and Okuda, 1990; Okuda,

1990). Using the unmagnetized cold solar wind model in which the random thermal

motions of the particles are small in comparison with the macroscopic drift speed of the

plasma flowing normal to the magnetic field, the width of the current layer between the

solar wind and the magnetic field is given by the hybrid gyromdius 5 defined by

(5= (PePi)I/2 (I)

• where Pe and Pi are the electron and ion gyroradii at the reflection point def'med by Pe,i =

Vo/g&,i (kongmire, 1963). Here Vo is the drift speed and _e,i - eB/me,ic is the

gyrofrequency. The width given by Eq. (1) is much smaller "manthe ion gyroradius

because the ions are tied to the electrons by the electric field caused by the charge separation

at the current layer. The width given Eq. (1) is equal to the skin depth 8 - c/q"Zo_ if the

pressure balance between the plasma and the magnetic field

minsw V2o= B2/8= (2)

. is used. Here nsw is the solar wind particle density and COpeis the electron plasma

frequency.



The result of Eq. (1) cannot be applied directly to the magnetopause boundary layer

at the subsolar point since the shocked solar wind flow speed is subsonic rather than

supersonic after passing the bow shock. Extensive one-dimensional electromagnetic

particle code simulations, however, conf'm'ned that even for a subsonic flow the main point

of Eq. (1) remains valid verifying the width of the current layer is essentially given by the

hybrid gyroradius (Okuda, 1990). Furthermore, it was shown that the narrow current

layer persists even in the presence of a magnetospheric plasma in the dipole magnetic field.

A presence of such an ambient plasma neutralizes the charge separation at the current layer

thereby allowing the solar wind ions to penetrate deeper into the dipole magnetic field. The

width of the ion current layer is of the order of the solar wind ion gyroradius. So long as

the magnetospheric plasma density is smaller than the solar wind density at the subsolar

point (Song et al., 1989), however, the current associated with the ions remains small since

the density of the solar wind ions penetrating into the magnetospheric side is limited to the ,.

magnetospheric ion density (Okuda, 1990). Thus, in this case, the current layer is

dominated by the diamagnetic cur:.'ent given by "

-VpxB
J.D =

B 2 (3)

in addition to the electrons .EEx B current so that the width remains much smaller than the

ion gyroradius (Okuda, 1990).

While the above-mentioned works are interesting and important in their own right,

the solar wind is rarely unmagoetized and is filled with the IMF. It is well known that the

direction of the IMF is important in determining the solar wind transfer into the

magnetosphere. In addition, the structure of the boundary layer near the subsolar point "

appears to depend on the direction of the LMF (Song et al., 1989).



In this paper, the one-dimensional electromagnetic particle code for the

magnetopause current layer is extended to include the IMF in the solar wind. Both the

southward and northward pointing IMFs are considered and compared with the earlier

result in the absence of the IMF. We found that for the southward IMF the current layer

remains narrow and single-ramped similar to the case where no IMF existed. For the case

of the northward IMF, the current layer becomes several times wider and is associated with

multiple ramp structure. We found the structure of the current layer is caused by the

multiple reflection of the solar wind. Comparisons with the spacecraft data available at the

subsolar point are discussed.

In Sec. II, the simulation model was discussed briefly. Results of the simulations

are given for the cases with no IMF in Sec. I1"I,southward IMF in Sec. IV, and northward

IMF in Sec. V. Comparisons of the simulation results with the spacecraft data and

, discussions are given in Sec. VI.

II. Simulation Model

Consider a one-dimensional plasma model in a magnetic field as sketched in Fig. 1.

The dipole magnetic field is approximated by a straight magnetic field given by

Bz(x)/Bo - 1 for 0 _<x _ L,
(X/XD- 1)3 (4)

where XDis the location of the dipole and L is the length of the simulation model. Similar

,, magnetic field model was used earlier (Hasegawa and Okuda, 1967; Okuda, 1990). Note

the magnetic field given by Eq. (4) is not curl free so that a current is needed to generate



such a magnetic field. The real dipole field is curl free except for at the origin, however, a

current is needed to straighten the curvature for the present one-dimensional model. In the

simulation results reported here, the d.c. current necessary tc.produce the dipole field Bz

was assumed frozen so that it was not shown in the figures. The width of the current layer

is of the order of the hybrid gyroradius much smaller than the ion gyroradius so that a

straight magnetic field approximation may be justified. Typically xi3 - 1.5 L was chosen in

the simulations, however, the width and the structure of the current layer is independent of

XDso long as it is much larger than the hybrid gyroradius (Berchem and Okuda, 1990).

A low density magnetospheric plasma may be present in the dipole magnetic field.

The density of such a plasma is chosen smaller than the shocked solar wind density, typically

at (10-20%), madits temperature is chosen higher than the solar wind temperature, typically

10 times or so, in accordance with space observations (Song et al., 1989).
w

The solar wind is initially located at x < 0 whose distribution is given by

' 2g Vte,i 2v2te,i ' (5)

for the ions and electrons. Typically Tifl'e = 9, mi/me = 400, and Vo/vti = 0.8 are used for

the solar wind.

A full electromagnetic particle code was used throughout the numerical simulations

(Lin et al., 1975) instead of a magnetostatic code which neglects the transverse ,

displacement current (Hasegawa and Okuda, 1967). Full Maxwell's equations are solved

by using a tS.,nitedifference method in x using the boundary values at x = 0 and x = L. In

particular, B = (By, Bz) at x = 0 are chosen such that the solar wind magnetic field has the



prescribed interplanetary magnetic field. Similarly, the transverse electric fields

_ET = (Ey, Ez) at x = L are determined from the macroscopic velocity of the electrons,
.a

ET =-v_ x B_/cwhich is appropria'_e for the low ,,equency convection electric field. The

. boundary condition for the longitudinal electric field EL = Ex is chosen 0 at x = L assuring

no charge separation existed away from the current layer. Similar boundary conditions

have been used in our earlier publications (Hasegawa and Okuda, 1967; Berchem and

Okuda, 1990; Okuda, 1990).

Typically we chose the system length L = 1024 A where A is the grid space which

is equal to the solar wind electron Debye length. One hundred simulation particles per grid

are used for the solar wind electrons and ions. The number of particles for the

magnetospheric plasma is smaller by the density ratio determined at the beginning of the

simulations. The strength of the magnetic field, (4), at x = 0, Bo is chosen such that the

" electron gyrofrequency f2e = 0.2 o_ where o._pe-=(4Xnswe2/me) 1/2is the solar wind

electron plasma oscillation. The corresponding gyroradii of the electrons and ions are

.typically Pe - Vo/fle = 0.6 A and Pi = Vo/g2i = 240 A, respectively. The ion thermal

velocity was typically vti= 0.8 Vo consistent _-ith the shocked solar wind. The

corresponding plasma [3- nT/(B2/8n) was 5 or 20 for x < 0 depending on the choice of Bo.

In all the simulations reported here, the ion-electron mass ratio mi/me = 400 was used.

III. Simulation Results Without IMF

Let us first describe the results of the simulations where the IMF is negligibly small

• in the solar wind. Observationally such a case is rare, however, from the theoretical point

of view, this is the only case one can find an analytic solution for the current layer problem

(Longmire, 1963). Results from the two runs will be shown. The first (case 1) is the



injection of the solar wind into the vacuum magnetic field. In the second (case 2), the

dipole field is filled with a low density and high temperature magnetospheric plasma.

Figure 2 summarizes the first simulation (case 1) where f2Jo._ = 0.2 and

Vo/vt_ = 0.12 at o_t = 2000 when the system reached more or less a time-independent

steady state. The (x, Vx)phase space plots of the solar wind electrons, Fig. 2(a), and ions

Fig. 2(b) indicate that the solar wind is reflected near x = 250 A creating a magnetic field

ramp as shown in Fig. 2(c) for the solar wind generated magnetic field and in Fig. 2(d) for

the total magnetic field. The sharp current layer is readily visible in Fig. 2(e) showing the

Jy current. The electrostatic potential which confines the ions at the current layer is shown

in Fig. 2(f).

Using the pressure balance, [Eq. (2)], and the prescribed magnetic field, [Eq. (4)],

the reflection point is found to be approximately 250 A in good agreement with the

simulation. The dipole magnetic field is swept by the unmagnetized solar wind so that o

there is no magnetic field in the solar wind as shown in Fig. 2(d). Both the induced

magnetic field, Fig. 2(c), and the total magnetic field, Fig. 2(d), show a sharp ramp

¢, structure whose width 8 is about 8 = 25 A measured at one half of the Jy current. Note the

electron gyroradius Pe = Vo/ffZe= 0.6 A and ion gyroradius Oi= Vo/_2i = 240 A so that

(PePi) 1/2 = 24 A. lt is clear that the observed width of the boundary layer is much larger

than Pe and much smaller than Pi. The potential jump is e$/Ti - 10 suggesting that it is

determined by the high energy tail ions (Okuda, 1990).

In order to study the effect of the magnetospheric plasma on the boundary layer, a

low density, high temperature ambient plasma is added irt the dipole field (case 2). The

ambient density nms and the temperature Tins are initially taken nms = 0.1 nsw and Tins = 10



Te where Te is the solar wind electron temperature (Song et al., 1990). The density of the

magnetospheric plasma is uniformly distributed in the dipole field for

. 8/L _<x < (7/8) L. (6)

We note that the magnetospheric ions are electrostatically confined in the magnetic field.

The dipole field in this simulation is reduced by a factor of 2 from the first simulation so

that f2e/03pe= 0.1 at x = 0. This allows deeper penetration of the solar wind as we shall see

next.

• As the solar wind plasma sweeps the dipole magnetic field, magnetospheric

electrons are compressed along with the magnetic field. This is because the electron

gyroradius is small so that they are tied to their own magnetic field (frozen-in condition).

The ion gyroradius is large, a few hundred grid space, so that they are not frozen-in their

_ field on the scale length of the current layer. This will allow the solar wind and the

magnetospheric ions to mix together at a distance of the order of the gyroradius (Okuda,

1990).

Figure 3 shows the results of the simulation at O_et = 2500 for the Fig. 3(a)

magnetospheric ion density n_rns,Fig. 3(b) magnetospheric electron density nems, Fig. 3(c)

solar wind ion density n_sw,and the solar wind electron density Fig. 3(d). Here no is the

solar wind density at x < 0. lt is clear that the magnetospheric ions leak toward the solar

wind while the magnetospheric electrons are tied to the dipole magnetic field compressed

• by the solar wind as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Similarly, the solar wind ions leaked

into the magnetosphere Fig. 3(c), while the solar wind electrons are tied to the magnetic
J,

field owing to their much smaller gyroradii as shown in Fig. 3(d). At the interface of the

solar wind and the magnetospheric electrons, a sharp density discontinuity exists giving
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rise to a current layer at that point (Okuda, 1990). Note the solar wind densities shown in

(c) and (d) are less than one-half of no which is the total solar wind density at x < 0. This

is because only those particles whose x-velocity is positive at x < 0 enter the simulation

domain at x > 0. lt is clear from Eq. (5) that the fraction of those electrons is about 50%.

However, the ion flux must be equal to the electron flux so that a sheath electric field is set

up to accelerate ions and decelerate electrons at x = 0. This results in the net density at x >

0 generally less than 50% of no.

Figure 4(a) represents the induced magnetic field, 5Bz Fig. 4(b) total magnetic

field, Bz Fig. 4(c) total current Jy and Fig. 4(d) the electrostatic potential, e0/Te. It is clear

that the reflection point moved deeper into the dipole field as expected. The width of the

layer remains about the same, however, since the magnetic field at the reflection point is

determined by the solar wind pressure, Eq. (2).

In the presence of a low density magnetospheric plasma, charge separation at the

current layer is significantly reduced so that the current Jy, Fig. 4(c), and the electrostatic

potential q)Fig. 4(d) are smaller than those from case 1 (Okuda, 1990). It should be

emphasized, however, that the maximum amount of the solar wind ions penetrating into the

magnetosphere cannot exceed the magnetospheric ion density. This is because the

electrons are tied to their initial magnetic field lines (frozen-in) so that the penetration of the

solar wind ions into the magnetosphere must be accompanied by the magnetospheric ion

leakage to the solar wind. The fraction of the solar wind ions penetrating into the

magnetosphere is, therefore, small. The current at the boundary layer, Fig. 4(c) is

therefore produced in part by the diamagnetic currents in addition to the electron E x B

current (Okuda, 1990) and no appreciable ion currents have been observed. The potential

profile shown in Fig. 4(d) indicate a wavy structure instead of a single ramp structure seen
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in Fig. 2(f) suggesting a neutralization process of the charge-separation by the

magnetospheric plasma.

. IV. Simulation Results with the Southward .rMF

Next we consider the cases where the solar wind has a southward IMF. This was

achieved by choosing the solar wind magnetic field Bz at x = 0 negative such as Bz = -Bo

while the convection electric field Ey is determined as before. Note the convection electric

field is induced self-consistently by the motion of the solar wind across magnetic field at x

-- 0 which is carried into the dipole magnetic field by the solar wind. In this way, it is not

necessary to assume, for example, Ey = Bz Vo/c at x = 0 which is valid only when the

g3,roradii of the ions and electrons are much smaller than the _c_.telength of our interest

t. , 1

(MHD approximation). Such a condition does -ct ,,,.,,, in the present case.
,a

. Figure 5 indicates the case (case 3) at 0._et = 2000 where BIMF = -Bo in the

presence of the same low density magnetospheric plasma as in case 2. Bo is the same as in

case 1. Shown are the Fig. 5(a) solar wind ion density, n_sw,Fig. 5(b) total current Jy,

Fig. 5(c) magnetic field, Bz, and Fig. 5(d) the convection electric field, Ey. The solar wind

ion density, Fig. 5(a), is similar to the electron density (not shown) except for the ion tail

population penetrating deep into the dipole field as before. The current Jy is again very

sharp with the width about the same as before and it is determined by the electrons with

negligible ion component. The magnetic field, Fig. 5(c), is southward for small x until it

jumps to the dipole field at the current layer near x = 250 A. The self-consistent convection

" electric field, Fig. 5(d), is induced and is negative, Ey < 0, so that the cEy/B z gives a

positive flow seed for Bz < 0 in agreement with the direction of the solar wind injection.

Numerically its value is found to be close to, but smaller than, the convection field

determined from the injection speed of the solar wind (c Ey/Bz = 0.85 Vo). Note again it is
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not surprising here that the MHD approximation, E + v x BBJc = 0, does not necessarily

hold here. The convection field becomes zero beyond the reflection point as expected.

Shown in Fig. 6 is the case (case 4) where the IMF is strongly southward BIMF =

-3Bo. The magnetic field Fig. 6(a) shows a clear sharp ramp at the current layer. The

reflection point moved deeper into the dipole field in this case as expected since the solar

wind has a larger magnetic field pressure. The (x, Vx) phase space for the solar wind ions,

Fig. 6(b), indicates that part of the solar wind ions penetrating into the magnetosphere.

These solar wind ions are eventually reflected back toward the injection point.

From these simulations, it is clear that the solar wind with a southward IMF carries

its magnetic field while sweeping the dipole magnetic field until the solar wind reaches the

reflection point (current layer). Beyond the current layer the magnetic field smoothly

follows the dipole magnetic field. The width of the boundary layer is much narrower than

the ion gyroradius and much wider than the electron gyroradius and is close to the hybrid "

gyroradius. These features are close to those found for the unmagnetized solar wind

discussed in Sec. ITI. Note the magnetic field changes its sign across the current layer from

negative to positive so that the solar wind electrons cannot cross the current layer since the

cEy/B drift changes its sign for the southward IMF. More will be discussed on this point

in the next section.

V. Simulation Results with the Northward IMF

lP

Now we consider a case (case 5) where the EMF is northward so that it is in the

same direction as the dipole field. The parameters of these simulations are the same as in

the previous simulations (cases 1, 3, 4) except for the choice of the IMF. Figures 7 and 8

show the results of case 5 where BIMF = 2 Bo. Initially the magnetospheric density is
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again 10% of the solar wind density and its temperature is 10 times that of the solar wind

electrons as before. The magnetospheric ions, Fig. 7(a), and the electrons, Fig. 7(b), are

compressed by the incoming solar wind with a small amount of the magnetospheric ion

- leaking into the solar wind as before. These ions are replaced by the solar wind ions

leaking into the magnetosphere as shown in Fig. 7 (c). No mixing between the solar wind

electrons and magnetospheric electrons takes piace as seen in Fig. 7 (b) and (d), as these

two kinds of electrons are tied to the IMF and the dipole magnetic field. Phase space plot

of the solar wind ions, Fig. 7(e), indicate, however, that the reflection of the solar wind

ions takes piace in several steps (multiple reflection) in contrast to a single reflection for the

case of no IMF and the southward IMF. The difference is clearly seen by comparing Fig.

7(e) with Fig. 2(b). The fwst reflection takes piace at x - 250 A which is the same location

for cases 1 and 3. Instead of total reflection, part of the solar wind ions continue to

penetrate into the dipole field as shown in Fig. 7(e). The second reflection takes piace at x

= 450 A beyond which a small fraction of the solar wind ions can gyrate into the dipole

• magnetic field as before.

The corresponding induced magnetic field _SBz,total magnetized Bz, current density

Jy and the convection electric field Ey are shown in Fig. 8 in this case 5. It is apparent that

the structure of the current layer in this case is very different from all the previous cases

where the EMF was zero or southward. First of all, the total magnetic field Bz, Fig. 7(b),

does not have a sharp boundary layer characterized by a presence of a single ramp

structure. Instead, the layer is much wider and have several ramps which are clearly seen

in the induced magnetic field _SBz,Fig. 7(a). These structures correspond to the multiple

'_ reflection of the solar wind as seen in Fig. 7(e) and can be explained qualitatively in a

following manner. The solar wind sweeps the dipole magnetic field for small x < 200 A
/D

and piles it up in front of the solar wind creating a hump of the magnetic field at x = 250 A.

The solar wind would have been totally reflected back if the IMF were zero or southward
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as in the previous cases. In this case where the IMF is northward, however, only a partial

reflection takes piace at this point as evidenced in Fig. 6 (e) where only part of the solar

wind ions are reflected at x = 250 A. Since the total magnetic field does not change its sign

at this reflection point in this northward IMF case, however, the c Ey/Bz drift carries the

solar wind electrons further into the dipole field beyond the flu'streflection point allowing

the solar wind ions to follow. Note for the southward IMF, Bz changes its sign causing

the electrons to reflect back to the injection point. The same process can repeat until the

whole solar wind is eventually reflected. This explains the second hump of the induced

magnetic field at x -- 450 A in Fig. 8 (a). At each reflec-5,on point part of the solar wind is

reflected back toward the injection point. Clearly the amplitude of the current layer is

smaller at each reflection point since only a partial reflection takes piace. Note the

convection electric field, Ey, shown in Fig. 8 (d) is positive and is continuous across the

current layers as required from Maxwell's equations. The corresponding current Jy, Fig. 8

(c) is much wider, but its amplitude is smaller. Again, most of the current is carried by the

electrons. Simulations using larger northward IMFs give qualitatively the same structure

for the current layer.

VI. Discussions

We have shown via one-dimensional particle simulations that the structure of the

magnetopause current layer is very different depending on the direction of the IMF. When

the IMF is negligible or southward, the current layer is narrow with a single ramp structure

in the magnetic field. The width of the layer is much smaller than the solar wind ion

gyroradius, much larger than the electron gyroradius, and is close to the hybrid gyroradius.

In the presence of a low density magnetospheric plasma, a small fraction of the solar wind

ions can leak deep into the dipole magnetic field thereby forming a wider current layer

whose width is of the order of the solar wind ion gyroradius. The current and hence the
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magnetic field ramp associated with such ions remain, however, small because the fraction

of the solar wind ions penetrating deeper into the magnetosphere is less than the

magnetospheric ion density. The current layer and hence the ramp structure of the magnetic

field is dominated by the electrons so that the width of the layer remains close to the hybrido

_%,Troradiuseven in the presence of a low density magnetospheric plasma.

When the IMF is northward, we found that the current layer and the magnetic field

structure becomes broader with several small structures imbedded in contrast to the

southward IMF where only a single ramp structure exists. Each small structure

corresponds to the sweeping of the dipole field aad partial reflection of the solar wind. The

reflection is not complete, however, so that the same process can repeat until the total

reflection takes piace. The solar wind electrons can propagate by the c Ey/Bz drift further

into the dipole magnetic field after each reflection for the northward IMF. After repeating

the same process several times, sweeping the magnetic field and the resultant partial

reflection, the solar wind is fully reflected back toward the injection point leaving multiple

ramp structures of the magnetic field. The resultant current layer is broader but its

amplitude is smaller.

It is interesting to compare our simulation results with the recent ISEE observations

at the subsolar magnetopause crossing (Song et al., 1989, 1990). In particular, the detailed

structure of the subsolar magnetopause was compared for both the northward and the

southward IMF (Song et al., 1989). The reported magnetopause structure is complicated,

consisting of several regions including the magnetosheath, sheath transition layer,

, boundary layer, and the magnetosphere. Furthermore, there are more than one scale len_h

in the satellite data. For our purpose of comparison, let us focus on the sharp boundary

between the sheath transition layer and the boundary layer in Figs. 1 and 2 of Song et al.,

1989, where the jumps in the plasma density, temperature, and magnetic field indicate it is
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the current layer between the solar wind and the magnetospheric plasma This boundary

layer is much narrower than the ion gyroradius and is a few hybrid gyroradius consistent
b

with our simulation results (Song et al., 1989, 1990). Furthermore, the boundary, seems to

be wider and shallower for the northward LMF also in agreement with our numerical

simulations. Certainly, closer comparisons of the space data with simulation results are

necessary to understand the structure of the subsolar magnetopause.

While the present simulation was done only in one-dimension, two-dimensional

simulations in the equatorial and meridian planes indicate a presence of plasma instabilities

at the current layer. It is therefore possible for the instabilities to bring in another scale

length and the structure through the plasma turbulence in addition to the hybrid gyromdius.

We should also point out that the one-dimensional model does not allow the solar wind to

flow along the flanks of the magnetopause which will eventually happen as the solar wind

pressure goes up at the subsolar point. Much work remains to be done for understanding

the structure of the real magnetopause boundary layer.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A sketch of the simulation model. The sol_ wind initially located at x < 0 are

injected into the dipole magnenc field Bz at a constant rate. The magnetic field at x

= 0 is adjusted to control the interplanetary magnetic field.

Fig. 2 Results of the simulations when the interplanetary magnetic field is zero without a

magnetospheric plasma (case 1). Shown are the (a) solar wind electron phase

space, (x - Vex), (b) solar wind ion phase space, (x - Vix), (c) perturbed magnetic

field, _SBz,(d) total m_,gnetic field, Bz and the initial dipole field, (e) current

density, Jy, and (f) electrostatic potential ¢ at o._t = 2000. Note the current density

shown is dimensionless defined by Jy/enovte.

Fig. 3 Results of the simulation with a low density, high temperature magnetospheric

plasma. No IMF (case 2). Shown are the (a) magnetospheric ion density, nims,

(b) magnetospheric electron density, nems, (c) solar wind ion density, nisw, and (d)

solar wind electron density, nesw at o_9et= 2500.

Fig. 4 Results from case 2. Shown are the (a) perturbed magnetic field, _SBz,(b) total

magnetic field and the initial dipole field, (c) current density, Jy and (d) the

electrostatic potential, _ at o._t = 2500.
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Fig. 5 Results of the simulation when the IMF is southward. BIMF = -Bo in the presence

of a low density, high temperature magnetospheric plasma (case 3). Shown are the

. (a) solar wind ion density, nisw, (b) current density, Jy, (c) total magnetic field, Bz

and the initial dipole magnetic field, and (d) convection electric field, Ey, at O._et=

2000.

Fig. 6 Results of the simulations when the IMF is strongly southward, BIMF = -3 Bo with

a low density, high temperature magnetospheric plasma (case 4). Shown are the (a)

total magnetic field, Bz and the initial dipole magnetic field, and (b) the solar wind

ion phase space, (x - Vix)at o._t = 2000. Note the presence of solar wind ions

penetrating deep into the magnetosphere.

Fig. 7 Results of the simulation when the IMF is northward, BIMl::= 2 Bo with a low

. density, high temperature magnetospheric plasma (case 5). Shown are the (a)

magnetospheric ion density, nims, (b) magnetospheric electron density, nems, (c)

solar wind ion density, nisw, (d) solar wind electron density, nesw, (e) solar wind

ion phase space, (x - Vix)and (f) solar wind electron phase space, (x - Vex)at

03pet= 2750.

Fig. 8 Results from case 5. Shown are the (a) induced magnetic field, _SBz,(b) total

magnetic field, Bz and the initial dipole field, (c) total current, Jy, and (d)

convection electric field, Ey at o_t = 2750.
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